
Owl Diaries: Eva's Treetop Festival

Rebecca Elliott

Having a Bloomtastic Festival at school to

celebrate spring is a great idea--but Eva

Wingdale, a young owl, discovers that it is

also a lot of work, and there is nothing wrong

with asking her friends for help.
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Recommended Reads

Bad Kitty vs. the Babysitter

Nick Bruel

Bad behavior reigns when Kitty's owners leave

Kitty and Puppy at home for a week with Uncle

Murray as their pet sitter.
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Henry Hecklebeck Gets a Dragon

Wanda Coven

Future spy Henry discovers that he has

magic, like his big sister, Heidi, when he

accidentally creates a tiny dragon, which

definitely does not belong at Brewster

Elementary School.
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Bink & Gollie

Kate DiCamillo

Two roller-skating best friends--one tiny, one

tall--share three comical adventures

involving outrageously bright socks, an

impromptu trek to the Andes, and a most

unlikely marvelous companion.
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Hotdog!

Anh Do

Hotdog and his friends are going on a mad

adventure to help a baby bird find his missing

mom! They'll climb to crazy heights to find

her! But can they handle dirty diapers and

karate-chopping roosters along the way?
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Layla and the Bots: Happy Paws

Vicky Fang

While Layla and her three Bots (Beep, Boop,

and Bop) are setting up for their rock band's

performance, she gets some bad news, Happy

Days Amusement Park is closing; Layla thinks

she has the perfect solution: turn the place into

an amusement park for dogs--but the new rides

have to pass a safety inspection before Happy

Paws Amusement Park can open.
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King & Kayla and the Case of the

Missing Dog Treats

Dori Hillestad Butler

King's human, Kayla, has baked some treats

for a friend's new puppy, Thor, but some go

missing and it is up to King to find the culprit.
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Transitional

Chapter Books

Press Start!: Game Over, Super

Rabbit Boy!

Thomas Flintham

When King Viking and his evil robot army

attack Animal Town, and kidnap Singing Dog,

it is up to Super Rabbit Boy, with some help

from Sunny and his video game console, to

save the day.
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MORE SERIES YOU MAY ENJOY:
Bad Guys series  I  YF Blabey

Heidi Heckelbeck series  I  YF Coven

Captain Awesome series  I  YF Kirby

Craftily Ever After series  I  YF Maker

That’s okay! We all read at our own pace

and have our own likes and dislikes. A

librarian can help you find a book that

you will love. Ask us!

“These books aren’t
my thing!"

Diary of a Pug: Pug Blasts Off

Kyla May

Baron von Bubbles (Bub) is a pug who wants

nothing more than to help his human Bella in

her craft projects for school, though he is a

little apprehensive about the rocket she is

making for the Inventor Challenge--so when

he ruins the rocket while trying to get at Nutz

the squirrel he needs to find a way to make it

up to Bella.
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Real Pigeons Fight Crime!

Andrew McDonald

Did you know your city is protected by a

secret squad of crime-fighting pigeons? It's

true! With master of disguise Rock Pigeon,

bendy Tumbler, strong Frillback and super-

finder Homey, the Real Pigeons will solve

any mystery and fight any bad guy to keep

the city safe!
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Pets Rule!: My Kingdom of Darkness

Susan Tan

For Ember, a rescue Chihuahua and the

newest pet in the Chin family, the first step in

fulfilling his destiny to rule the world is to defeat

the evil neighborhood squirrel, Masher.
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Princess in Black

Shannon & Dean Hale

Princess Magnolia is having hot chocolate

and scones with Duchess Wigtower when...

Brring! Brring! The monster alarm! Stopping

monsters is no job for dainty Princess

Magnolia. But luckily Princess Magnolia has a

secret --she's also the Princess in Black, and

stopping monsters is the perfect job for her!

Can the princess sneak away, transform into

her alter ego, and defeat the monster before

the nosy duchess discovers her secret?
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Judy Moody and Friends: Prank You

Very Much

Megan McDonald

The Summer Science Showdown is just around

the corner, and Stink is positive that he has the

recipe for a winning entry. Soon he's acting like

a mad scientist, with strong-smelling potions in

hand and visions of super tomatoes dancing in

his head. Judy takes one look at her busy

brainiac brother and sees a situation ripe for a

little mischief.
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Jalen's Big City Life: Museum Mix-Up

Dorothy H. Price

Seven-year-old J.C. is excited about the class

field trip to the Famous Black Americans

Museum, especially since his dad is coming

along--and when his group gets separated from

their teacher in the crowded museum it is J.C.

who remembers the map their teacher showed

them, and reunites the groups.
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